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Tired of others letting him win at games, Kevin, a physically handicapped boy, learns how to win
fair and square when he competes against a computer.
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Broken Wings Will Fly , Mick Blackistone, 1992, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Sally is unhappy in her
wheelchair, no longer able to sail with her friends, until she saves an injured duck and makes
friends with a Vietnam veteran who doesn't let his.

Eukee the Jumpy Jumpy Elephant , Clifford L. Corman, Esther Trevino, Jan 1, 1995, Juvenile
Fiction, 24 pages. A young elephant who feels jumpy inside and has trouble paying attention visits
Dr. Tusk and learns about ADD..

See You Tomorrow, Charles , Miriam Cohen, Charles Cohen, Apr 1, 1989, Juvenile Fiction, 32
pages. When Charles, a young blind boy, joins their first-grade class, Anna Maria and the other
children feel unsure of themselves and of him until they learn to accept Charles..

Sosu's Call , , 1997, Juvenile Fiction, 37 pages. When a great storm threatens, Sosu, an African
boy who is unable to walk, joins his dog Fusa in helping save their village..

Tiger's Fall , , Sep 1, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 110 pages. After eleven-year-old Lupe is partially
paralyzed in an accident in her Mexican village, other handicapped people help her realize that her
life can still have purpose..

We'll Paint the Octopus Red , Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen, Stephanie A. Bodeen, Jan 1, 1998, Juvenile
Fiction, 27 pages. Emma and her father discuss what they will do when the new baby arrives, but
they adjust their expectations when he is born with Down syndrome..

Radiance Descending , Paula Fox, Nov 9, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 112 pages. When he sees all the
attention which his parents and people in the neighborhood give to Jacob, eleven-year-old Paul
struggles with his feelings toward this younger brother who.

Stretching Ourselves Kids with Cerebral Palsy, Alden R. Carter, 2000, Juvenile Nonfiction, 40 pages.
Describes cerebral palsy and focuses on the daily lives of three children with varying degrees of
this condition..

I'm Like You, You're Like Me A Book about Understanding and Appreciating Each Other, Cindy
Gainer, 2011, Juvenile Nonfiction, 44 pages. Illustrations and simple text explore ways in which
children are alike and some ways they may be different..

Wish on a Unicorn , Karen Hesse, Mar 17, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 128 pages. Mags has a lot to
wish for, but can a stuffed unicorn really make her wishes come true?.

Gretchen The Bicycle Dog, Anita Heyman, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Recounts the true
story of a dachshund that, after accidentally injuring her spine and losing feeling in her back legs,
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learned to use a cart to get around..

The Storm , , 1995, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Though confined to a wheelchair, Johnathan faces
the terror of a tornado all by himself and saves the lives of the horses on the family farm. Full-
color illustrations..

A Smile from Andy , Nan Holcomb, Feb 1, 1992, Cerebral palsy, 32 pages. A child with cerebral
palsy is hindered in meeting new people by his shyness, until he discovers the special thing he
can do to make people feel like talking to him..



Handbook of cross-cultural psychology, Volumes 3-5 , Harry C Triandis, John W Berry, 1980,
PsychologyCity Primeval High Noon in Detroit, Elmore Leonard, Oct 13, 2009, Fiction, 352 pages.
Clement Mansell knows how easy it is to get away with murder. The seriously crazed killer is
already back on the Detroit streets -- thanks to some nifty courtroom moves by his That Day's
Struggle A Memoir, 1904-1951, SeГЎn MacBride, 2005, Biography & Autobiography, 238 pages.
The autobiography of Sean MacBride, an Irish revolutionary who went on to win a Nobel Peace
Prize and become a founding member of Amnesty International and UNESCO Provides clear and
accessible support with annotated diagrams, simple explanations and realistic activities, so
students can understand and demonstrate their knowlege. A love poem as old as the Bible, as
contemporary as today...One love poem the Bible's Song of Songs continues to be read and to
inspire after thousands of years. Using the best. Originally published: Campbell, Tex.: Season of
Harvest Publications, 2000.



The restoration of political science and the crisis of modernity , Barry Cooper, 1989, Philosophy,
308 pagesblank , none
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Dial H Vol. 1: Into You (The New 52) , China Mieville, Mateus Santolouco, , Comics & Graphic
Novels, . Hugo Award-winning novelist China Mieville breathes new life into a classic DC Comics
series as part of the second wave of DC Comics - The New 52. In the small run-down town
ofEuropean Cases in Retailing , Marc Dupuis, John Dawson, Mar 12, 1999, Business & Economics,
304 pages. This new casebook on retailing contains seventeen new cases illustrating the key issues
facing European retailers today download Fair and Square 1992 The Clock of Heaven A Novel, Dian
Day, 2008, Fiction, 214 pages. Esa Withrod is a young woman struggling over recent events in her
personal life - a failed first relationship and resulting pregnancy - as well as the legacy of her
desolate Fifty essays examine the consequences of the Middle East peace process, discussing how
stability in the occupied territories is undermined by the expansion of Israeli.



The Kabbalah Reader , Edward Hoffman, 2010, Cabala, 266 pages. From the Publisher: This
comprehensive and accessible entree into the world of Kabbalah covers 1,600 years of Jewish
mystical thought and features a variety of thinkers-fromCardiac Pacing and Defibrillation A Clinical
Approach, David L. Hayes, Paul A. Friedman, Margaret Lloyd, Oct 11, 2000, Medical, 800 pages.
Consisting of 13 chapters, this book is uniformly written by Dr Hayes and his colleagues Drs Lloyd
and Friedman to provide sensible, matter-of-fact methods for understanding Zend Framework in
Action , Rob Allen, Nick Lo, Steven Brown, 2009, Computers, 401 pages. This book takes readers
on a tour of the components of the Zend Framework as they build a high quality, real-world Web
application download In a culture that has lost touch with love, compassion, and meaning, how
can parents be intentional about building a spiritual foundation for their childrenвЂ™s
development? In. DT These highly successful revision guides have been brought right up-to-date
for the new A Level specifications introduced in September 2000. DT Oxford Revision Guides are.
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Upanishads , , 1962, Philosophy, 402 pages. Volume 2 of the definitive, scholarly English
translation of one of the great religious and philosophical classics of the East. Included are the 12
classical upanishadsA Guide for Using the Breadwinner in the Classroom , Melissa Hart, May 1,
2008, Education, 48 pages Beginning Programming with C++ For Dummies , Stephen R. Davis, Jul
20, 2010, Computers, 456 pages. An ideal starting point to get a strong grasp of the fundamentals
of C++ C++ is an object-oriented programming language commonly adopted by would-be
programmers. This book The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper
books are full of practical suggestions for using the storybooks, saving you hours of preparation
time. Exploring the emotional issues of aging, the seniors editor of NBC's Today Show and the
author of The Girls with the Grandmother Faces shares more thoughts, inspirational.
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Jan of Cleveland , Liz Kingsbury McKeown, Mar 26, 2013, Fiction, 268 pages. Can a time travel be
realistic and funny? Find out what happens to a female Connecticut Yankee when she settles in the
Middle Ages with a man she met in a history book! OneLeviathans of Jupiter , Ben Bova, Feb 1,
2011, Fiction, 480 pages. In Ben Bova's novel JUPITER, physicist Grant Archer led an expedition
into Jupiter's hostile planetwide ocean, attempting to study the unusual and massive creatures that
call Fair and Square 1992 Jason & Nordic Publishers, 1992 Globalization In India: Contents And
Discontents , Gupta / Basu / Chattarji, Sep 1, 2010, Culture and globalization, 205 pages Restored
to its original pulp text, this story, which is the only Conan novel every written by this author,
features the title story as well as the history of Conan's world. A balanced introduction to
tomorrow's energy sources Over the course of the next fifty years, there will be a shift in the quest
for sustainble energy, including a major change.
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Children of the Settlement Houses , Caroline Arnold, 1998, Juvenile Nonfiction, 48 pages. Explains
what a settlement house is, describes its role in the lives of poor children who live near it, and tells
how the settlement house movement is still being felt todayWillow , Julia Hoban, Feb 23, 2010,
Juvenile Fiction, 336 pages. Seven months ago, on a rainy March night, sixteen-year- old Willow's
parents drank too much wine and asked her to drive them home. They never made it. Willow lost
control of The Upaniб№Јads: Kaб№ha Upaniб№Јad. Muб№‡бёЌaka Upaniб№Јad. TaittirД«ya
Upaniб№Јad. Bб№›hadДЃraб№‡yaka Upaniб№Јad. б№ўvetДЃб№Јvatara Upaniб№Јad.
Praб№ЈГ±a Upaniб№Јad. MaitrДЃayaб№ѓi Upaniб№Јad , Friedrich Max MГјller, 1962
Authoritative information for those moving to Scotland, this guide is perfect for students going to
school abroad or business people who have been transferred. The complete. A biography of
English poet and novelist Vita Sackville-West examines her complex nature, her marriage to Harold
Nicolson, and her love affairs with other women, including. Barry is more than just clever. He's a
cat in a million - a read smarty-cat! Young readers will love these mouthwatering bite-size stories
from their favourite authors and.



Let stalk Strine a lexicon of modern Strine usage, , 1965, Language Arts & Disciplines, 47
pagesDermatology , Wolfram Sterry, Ralf Paus, Walter H. C. Burgdorf, 2006, Medical, 754 pages.
Dermatology, the first book in the new Thieme Clinical Companions series, presents the essential
information on how to diagnose and treat the full range of dermatologic Aging In America A To Z ,
Adriel Bettelheim, May 1, 2001, Social Science, 300 pages. AmericaГ†s rapidly expanding
population of older citizens is becoming the dominant political and policy issue of the new century.
Thorny issues are driving decisions made in 'Animal Portraits' presents a collection of portraits from
one of the world's top wildlife photographers, nearly 300 portraits, including images taken in
extreme and exotic.



The Weightier matters of the law essays on law and religion ; a tribute to Harold J. Berman, Frank
S. Alexander, John Witte, Harold Joseph Berman, Feb 1, 1988, Religion, 350 pagesThe Iron Cage
Revisited Conformity and Diversity in Organizational Fields, Paul DiMaggio, Walter W. Powell, 1982,
Conformity, 54 pages Double Vision Reflections on My Heritage, Life and Profession, Ben H.
Bagdikian, Apr 1, 1997, Biography & Autobiography, 256 pages. Bagdikian's book spans the human
gamut, from the time of his birth when he was almost left for dead during a massacre of
Armenians in Turkey to his becoming an editor of a
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A History of England in the Eighteenth CenturyThe House where Nobody Lived , Brad Strickland,
2006, Juvenile Fiction, 173 pages. Twelve-year-old Lewis and his best friend Rose Rita investigate
a strange old house in their home town and discover that they may be dealing with powerful
ancient Hawaiian spirits The Seventh Inning Sit A Journey of ADHD, Karen Lowry, Jun 19, 2009,
Education, 88 pages. Written for families struggling with the diagnosis of Attention Deficit and
Hyperactivity Disorder, this self-help guide enlists practical advice to empower families to be Nan
Holcomb Jason & Nordic Publishers, 1992 Nigerian-born Adelaja, pastor of the largest charismatic
church in Europe, shares his remarkable life story, including how he has overcome prejudice and
persecution in. This volume provides a comprehensive collection of classic and contemporary
readings in the philosophy of logic.



Tagore for you , Rabindranath Tagore, 1966, Biography & Autobiography, 179 pagesKaya and the
River Girl , Janet Beeler Shaw, 2003, Juvenile Fiction, 38 pages. Kaya becomes jealous of a girl
from another tribe until they are forced to work together in a dangerous situation. Includes
historical notes on Indian trading along the
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Swimming , Joanna Hershon, Nov 11, 2009, Fiction, 384 pages. Twenty years ago, Vivian Silver
abandoned her dreams of travel to marry the mysterious Jeb Wheeler, seduced both by his
unnerving charm and his acres of untamed New HampshireBasic Clinical Parasitology , Franklin A.
Neva, Harold W. Brown, 1994, Medical, 356 pages Blood Legacy , Michael A. Stackpole, 1995,
Fiction, 375 pages. Attempting to settle an old blood feud, Jaime Wolf gathers the key leaders of
the Inner Sphere for a meeting at his base on Outreach, hoping that their united forces can defeat
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Telling lives, the biographer's art , Marc Pachter, 1979, Biography & Autobiography, 151
pagesLearning Together with Young Children A Curriculum Framework for Reflective Teachers,
Debbie Curtis, Margie Carter, 2008, Education, 260 pages. Provides early childhood teachers a
framework for collaborating with children to create a dynamic, emergent curriculum
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Deconfederation Canada Without Quebec, David Jay Bercuson, Barry Cooper, 1991, Canada, 180
pages. In this timely, clear-thinking and candid disussion of the history and present prospects of
Canada as a nation, the authors maintain that the Canadian experiment has failedCinderella and
the Cowboy (Mills & Boon Romance) , Judy Christenberry, Dec 1, 2008, Fiction, 192 pages. All she
wants for Christmas... With her newborn and her toddler in tow, struggling widow Elizabeth
Ransom stepped onto the Ransom Homestead looking for the family sheвЂ™d never

download Fair and Square 1992 Jason & Nordic Publishers, 1992
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The Love Poems of John Donne , John Donne, Jan 1, 2010, Poetry, . Born in 1572 in London
England, John Donne was an English Jacobean poet of exceptional skill, whose poetry was known
for its vibrancy of language and inventiveness of metaphorActs of Mind Conversations with
Contemporary Poets, Richard Jackson, 1984, Literary Criticism, 232 pages. вЂњThe achievement
of Jackson's interviews is that his subjects seem to catch fire in the attempt to match the quality of
his questioning; one is hard put to name a volume more Nan Holcomb 0944727107,
9780944727102 Athletic Injuries and Rehabilitation , James E. Zachazewski, David J. Magee,
William S. Quillen, 1996, Medical, 1022 pages. Over eighty world-renowned physical therapists,
physicians and athletic trainers take a comprehensive, step-by-step, multidisciplinary approach to
sports injury management
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Chained And Abused , Anonymous, Jun 4, 2013Society The Basics, John J. Macionis, 2000, Social
Science, 499 pages. Make the most of your study time with Prentice Hall's exclusive study and
research resources for Society: The Basics, 8/E. Designed to help you both in and out of the
classroom
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Film + Travel Europe Traveling the World Through Your Favorite Movies, Anne Ishii, Museyon
Guides, 2009, Performing Arts, 168 pages. SUPERANNO Visit Almeria, Spain, and be transported
into the iconic scenes of Lawrence of Arabia. Enjoy an incredible view of Paris from Amalie's
Montmartre. Mail a postcard inThe Halstead-Reitan neuropsychological test battery theory and
clinical interpretation, Ralph M. Reitan, Deborah Wolfson, 1985, Psychology, 486 pages
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Encompassing God , David Adam, Mar 20, 2014, Religion, 176 pages. More than any other part of
the Old Testament, the book of Psalms reveals to us the intimacy possible between God and
humanity. As songs and prayers of praise and lament, theSale of Goods and Consumer Credit in
Practice , , 2000, Consumer credit, 172 pages. This manual is divided into two sections. The first
deals with sale of goods and covers all major aspects of this subject, extending beyond the sale
contracts for the supply of



Electronic commerce , Efraim Turban, Jae Lee, David King, Aug 30, 2001, Business & Economics,
130 pages. This update contains 3 new chapters of "Electronic Commerce: A Managerial
Perspective." These 3 new chapters maintain Turban's hands-on, real-world, international, and
cuttingThe Exes A Novel, Pagan Kennedy, Jul 2, 1999, Fiction, 208 pages. A rock-and-roll group
composed of musicians who used to date one another, including a bisexual Pakistani bassist and a
science nerd, tries to survive long enough to make it big A Massage Therapist's Guide to
Understanding, Locating and Treating Myofascial Trigger Points , Leon Chaitow, Sandy Fritz, 2006,
Medical, 170 pages. Describing the background to the evolution of Rnon-specificS backache as well
as the assessment and treatment methods ideal for use in combination with massage therapy A
photographic record of the art, architecture and scenery in Provence_. The Compact of Sorcerers,
a brotherhood sworn to guard the wall between the human world and the demon realm, have
relied only on one another for centuries. But now there's a. Describes and illustrates nearly 300
species of birds, reptiles, mammals and fish that have become extinct during the last three
centuries and lists animals that are close to.



Soul Mastery Accessing the Gifts of Your Soul, Susann Taylor Shier, 2005, Body, Mind & Spirit, 288
pages. Soul Mastery: Accessing the Gifts of Your Soul gives you direct contact with your Soul
Family and its heritage. This very real and practical knowledge opens your heart to yourModern
probability theory an introductory text book, B. Ramdas Bhat, Jan 1, 1981, Mathematics, 256
pages
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Merry Christmas, Ernest and Celestine , Gabrielle Vincent, 1984, Juvenile Fiction, 34 pages. Even
though they have no money, Ernest and Celestine use their ingenuity to make a Christmas party
for their friends, knowing that it is love and friendship and not money thatAn Affection for an
Unmarried Lady , Fanny Delarose, 2004, Fiction, 298 pages. Being deemed unsuitable by the
father of the man she loves is only one of the problems Ann faces. Her new brother-in- law, the
Earl of Corringdon, is furious with her for Africa in Europe Antiquity into the Age of Global
Exploration, Stefan Goodwin, Jan 1, 1955, History, 260 pages. Africa in Europe, in two volumes,
meticulously documents Europe's African presence from antiquity to the present. It incorporates
findings from areas of study as diverse as At the beginning of the new millennium, The Future of
the Past offers a fresh interpretation of the issues and developments that have shaped our world
over the last thousand. Runa is a young Japanese high school teacher leaving the country to avoid
the scandal she has created by sleeping with one of her students. She steals her sisterвЂ™s
passport and. Born into poverty, Richard Wright managed to complete only an eighth-grade
education. Yet by at the age of 33, he was the best-selling author of what would become an
American.
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Descent A Memoir of Madness, David Guterson, Sep 10, 2013, Biography & Autobiography, 80
pages. From the best-selling author of Snow Falling on Cedars: a poignant, searching memoir
about one man's fall into depression in the wake of a national tragedy, and his braveOnly You ,
Cynthia Victor, Jul 19, 1995, Fiction, 416 pages. A passion based on both love and hate builds
between childhood friends Carlin Squire and Ben Dameroff, as they confront a murder and long-
buried family secrets Toronto A City Becoming, David Macfarlane, 2008, History, 303 pages.
CanadaвЂ™s largest city is undergoing a major transformation, but whether itвЂ™s for good or ill
is up for debate. Will TorontoвЂ™s vital, livable urban core survive rampant Every leader knows its
value. When you have it, things happen. Without it, nothing moves. Wayne Schmidt examines the
Old Testament leadership style of Joshua to identify the.



What Works (and DoesnвЂ™t) in Reducing Recidivism , Edward J. Latessa, Shelley J. Listwan,
Deborah Koetzle, Jul 30, 2013, Political Science, 268 pages. This book offers criminologists and
students an evidence-based discussion of the latest trends in corrections. Over the last several
decades, research has clearly shown thatThe Human Hair Its Structure, Growth, Diseases, and
Their Treatment, Hermann Beigel, 1869, , 152 pages Draping for Fashion Design , Jaffe, Jaffe
Hilde Find Insight and Inspiration for Your Creative Life An artist's journal is packed with sketches
and captions; some rough, some polished. The margins sometimes spill over with. Women are
particularly vulnerable to depression. Understanding Depression provides an in-depth critical
examination of mainstream approaches to understanding and treating. This detailed study guide
helps students to understand and retain the text material at a higher level than they are likely to
achieve by reading the text alone. Each chapter.



The Day Christ Was Born and the Day Christ Died , Jim Bishop, 1993, Religion, 544 pages.
Combines these two best-selling works about two of the most important dates in the Christian
worldFrom Tears to Lip Gloss A Journey Through My Heart, Karla C. Gonzales, 2009, Family &
Relationships, 152 pages. 'From Tears To Lip Gloss' is a vivid expression of the ebb and flow of a
woman's emotions experienced whilst caught up in a roller-coaster of life's ups and downs,
particularly
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Tales of Tono , , Jan 31, 2013, Photography, 191 pages. "First published 2012 by order of the Tate
Trustees by Tate Publishing, a division of Tate Enterprises Ltd, Millbank, London SW1P 4RG"--Title
page versoTime For Eternity , Susan Squires, Sep 1, 2009, Fiction, 384 pages. Once, Frankie
Suchet loved Henri FoucaultвЂ”and it cost her everything. For two centuries, she has cursed the
French duke who gave her his blood and then disappeared forever Developing the corporate image
a management guide to public relations, Lee Hastings Bristol, 1960, Public relations, 298 pages
Fair and Square This volume is a guide to the flora of California's Santa Ana River, describing 900
plant species, accompanied by 3,200 images and illustrations, and serves as an introduction. Never
Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines,
highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests.
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I'd Rather Be With You , Mary B. Morrison, Jul 30, 2013, Fiction, 320 pages. After Loretta nurses
Madison's husband, Chicago, back to health, the latter wants to win her man back, no matter the
costThirst , Nigel Slater, 2006, Fruit juices, 192 pages. Food writer Nigel Slater turns his
enthusiasm for the pleasures of eating to the pleasures of drinking fresh juices. This book, full of
recipes and advice, celebrates the Job analysis of chiropractic a project report, survey analysis and
summary of the practice of chiropractic within the United States, National Board of Chiropractic
Examiners, Mark G. Christensen, D. R. Delle Morgan, 1993, Chiropractic, 150 pages
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